Fine-tuned characterization of RCCX copy number variants and their relationship with extended MHC haplotypes.
The human RCCX is a common multiallelic copy number variation locus whose number of segments varies between one and four in a chromosome. The monomodular form normally comprises four functional genes, but in duplicated RCCX segments generally only the gene-encoding complement component C4 produces a protein. C4 genes can code either for a C4A or a C4B isotype protein and exhibit dichotomous size variation. Distinct RCCX variants show association with numerous diseases; however, identification of the basis of these associations is often challenging, not least because the RCCX is localized in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region, a genomic area characterized by exceedingly long-range linkage disequilibrium. Here we present a detailed analysis on RCCX variants and their relationship with so-called 'ancestral' or 'conserved extended' MHC haplotypes in healthy Caucasians. In addition to former investigations, precise order and size of all C4A and C4B genes were determined even in trimodular RCCX structures. Considering C4 copy numbers, length, isotype specificity and CYP21A2 copy numbers, we have identified 15 distinct RCCX variants and described the RCCX structures involved in 29 repeatedly occurring MHC haplotypes. The findings should become a useful tool for future RCCX- and MHC-related disease association studies.